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                     Brain Massage®: Show No. 977  

CIA ATTACKING AMERICA / THE FAUCI CORRUPTION OF 
MEDICINE 

                   Original Air Date: 03.16.24 

Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA, and your brain 
masseur. Get ready for your brain massage. 

[INSERT - Chopin’s (Show-pahn) Revolutionary Etude (A’-tude).] 
CIA conducting a color revolution on America? Is your doctor for 
sale to Pfizer?  A doctor testifies it’s not LONG COVID; it’s 1

LONG VAX!   2

A quick update on the Fanni trial , Biden versus Israel , Haiti.  3 4 5

Quick mentions: Tyson Foods is laying off Iowans—closing a plant 
in Perry—and hiring illegals for a plant in Tennessee.  e jobs 6

come with perks, including attorneys and time off to attend 
immigration hearings.  Schumer and Jeffries announce 100 million 7

 977.17.0.0-Doctors Get BONUS to PROMOTE VACCINE.jpeg1

 https://twitter.com/VigilantFox/status/1768051767089021034?s=20 2

 977.5.1-Decision Fani Willis can keep prosecuting Donald Trump Judge Scott F. 3

McAfee. https/t.co/hfR5pLdcG1" / X https://twitter.com/simonateba/status/
1768628370768576939?s=20 

 977.6.1-ISRAEL/IRAN Biden admin renews sanctions waiver giving Iran access to $10 4

billion from Iraq https://nypost.com/2023/11/15/news/biden-admin-renews-sanctions-
waiver-giving-iran-access-to-10-billion-from-iraq/ 

 977.21.1-Intelligence sources say U.S. Coast Guard ordered to allow Haitians to enter 5

America through southern Florida. 🚨 @realalexjones https/t.co/3qGPj9FdeV" / X 
https://twitter.com/TruthSlingerX/status/1768355741058908320?s=20 

 https://x.com/MJTruthUltra/status/1768490349503136247?s=20 6

 https://twitter.com/MJTruthUltra/status/1768490349503136247?s=20 7
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in aid for “migrants” in NYC, footing the bill for their luxury hotel 
accommodations.   8

Okay, my friends — It’s time for your Brain Massage®! 
[TRUTH] 

CIA conducting a color revolution on America? 
A color revolution is a regime change operation conducted by the 
US CIA against a country. No, really! The CIA has admitted to 
conducting seven of these revolutions: the Velvet Revolution in 
Czechoslovakia in 1989,  the Rose Revolution in Georgia (not the 9

US State, the country) in 2003 — used an election dispute — the 
Orange Revolution, the first in Ukraine, 2004-2005 — another 
election dispute centered regime change,  the Tulip Revolution, 10

Kyrgyzstan, 2005, election dispute,  the Green Revolution, Iran, 11

2009,  although, the CIA was operating in assisting a coup in Iran 12

back in 1953, and the Arab Spring Revolution, 2010.  But the US 13

CIA was also behind the regime change in Ukraine in 2014 and the 
Sunflower Revolution in Taiwan in the same year.  Oh, I almost 14

forgot: the Saffron Revolution in Myanmar, 2007.  This is 15

Imperialist behavior, and it was done WITHOUT THE 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. This is 
tantamount to waging war without an Act of Congress — which 
the US Constitution requires. Everyone involved in this activity 

 https://twitter.com/floridanow1/status/1768452669398483276?s=20 8

 https://www.britannica.com/topic/Velvet-Revolution 9

 https://www.britannica.com/topic/Orange-Revolution 10

 https://www.britannica.com/biography/Kurmanbek-Bakiyev#ref1032412 11

 https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/496126d0b7d54e238bd6d9243e555f01 12

 https://www.britannica.com/event/Arab-Spring 13

 https://thediplomat.com/2019/04/a-visual-dialogue-of-the-2014-sunflower-14

movement-5-years-later/ 

 https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202306/25/WS6497a2b0a310bf8a75d6b6e7.html 15
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ought to be tried for high crimes, and if convicted, perp walked 
into their prison cells before the eyes of the world.  
Do a Truman thing and keep cameras on them 24/7 so anyone 
interested can check in to see them living out their sentence. Play 
the oath they took read by General Patton’s voice over the Star-
Spangled Banner twenty times every day, sung by the J6 Patriot 
prisoners interspersed with the pledge of allegiance, recited by 
Donald Trump. Yeah, that should do it! Except for those who 
participated in acts of murder—they should be executed by electric 
chair in a livestream video to the world! 
Is anyone at all surprised to discover our CIA is conducting a color 
revolution against America? In truth, every color revolution is 
against America because it is against the Constitution’s restrictions 
concerning the declaration of war. Attacking a country’s elections 
is an act of War. Did you hear that, Mr. Xi? Putin? El Papa in 
Rome! Merkel in Germany? Boris, in England? (He ran his 
country like he combed his hair!) 
Many of us have suspected the CIA was operating a color 
revolution in our country beginning as far back as the JFK 
assassination. [WHEN YA GONNA WAKE UP!—3 seconds] 
Now we have actual evidence the CIA is neck deep in a color 
revolution against America as FOUNDED. 
Years ago, Rush made that distinction, and it is very useful. These 
wicked people pretend they love America, and it’s all about 
preserving American Democracy. They justify violating the 
Constitution as a necessary evil to protect DEMOCRACY. They 
are liars. The only “Democracy” they want to protect is the 
Democrat Party — they want to establish a one-party government, 
like every other Dictatorship. There are Americans, and then there 
are Amerikanskis. There are Patriots loyal to America as founded 
by the likes of George Washington, and there are Loyalists to the 
legacy of old King George of Britain! There are genuine freedom 
and liberty-loving Americans, and then there is deeply embedded 
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inside the American government an army of soldiers militantly 
attacking our freedoms and liberties — they hate the concept of 
inalienable rights endowed by our CREATOR and want to replace 
GOD with government, but not any government, they will tolerate 
no power not controlled by them.  
The “Americans” doing this junk in the name of America for many 
decades now is not AMERICA, the land of the free, home of the 
brave. Their version of America, the Obama version of America, 
envisions a land that is home to those who love bondage and 
tyranny. Those who follow them are inclined to be content to live 
as kept animals in Schwab’s 20-minute cities, eating bugs for 
protein and living vicariously through virtual reality gaming. 100% 
24/7 surveillance will provide the elites ample entertainment while 
they pork out on pork ribs and filet Mignon (Men-yone), sipping 
their wine while scheduling their next adrenochrome fix!  
Okay, let’s quit messing around. Seriously, friends, the CIA is 
pushing the insurrection myth as a disinformation campaign to 
direct attention away from the actual coup that has been underway 
since Obama lied his way into the White House. 
Bongino brought the receipts from one of his episodes this week. 
Our prayers are with you, fearless one! Bongino’s mother passed 
away, and his testimony about that is very touching and 
enlightening. Check it out when you get the chance. Here is the 
link.  16

Judicial Watch filed a FOIA with the DOJ to obtain ATF 
communications and the DOJ refused to honor the LEGAL 
DEMAND for the PEOPLE’s RIGHT TO KNOW what their 
government is doing with their Tax dollars and in their Name. So 
Judicial Watch SUED the bums and won! They got 88 pages of 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives  (ironically 17

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6uC_bkWxuc16

 977.4.5-Judicial Watch/ Records Show CIA Deployed Bomb Techs, Dog Teams to DC 17

on January 6 | Judicial Watch https-//www.judicialwatch.org/cia-bomb-techs-january-6/
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still referred to as the ATF, and not BATFE — heads up, it’s one of 
the most corrupt government institutions in DC) so Judicial Watch 
had to sue to force the DOJ to honor the LAW — understand that 
every single time Judicial Watch has to sue to get access to 
government records it’s because your government does not think 
you have a right to know what they are doing with your money in 
your name! That’s because the government operates as a separate 
entity within the United States but is not subject to it. Your 
government today operates as an independent occupying force 
using your money to construct a prison in which you are reduced to 
servitude by the “almighty government” that you feed! 
You are literally feeding the monster as it eats you! 
These records include a series of text messages under the heading 
“JAN. 7 INTEL CHAIN.” They were exchanged on Jan. 6. Two 
separate texts refer to CIA activity during the so-called 
Insurrection. One states that “Two CIA bomb techs” were 
“assisting with a pipe bomb scene on New Jersey and D ST. SE.” 
That’s at the DNC headquarters, where, inexplicably, VP Harris 
was during the J6 protests at the Capitol. Why was Kamala taken 
from the Capitol to the DNC headquarters? Anyway, this is where 
a mysterious, hooded guy walks over to a patrol officer and reports 
sighting a pipe bomb near the DNC headquarters building. Another 
text message says, “Several CIA dog teams on standby.” [IBID]. 
Another text states that a “Command post is at JERSEY and D St. 
SE.” [IBID]  
CIA resources were deployed to engage in a civilian matter within 
the US. That is NEVER supposed to happen, ladies and gentlemen. 
That is a VIOLATION of our trust in this government. It is a major 
breach of our Constitution, and not only are the ethics of those 
commanding this operation in question, but their loyalty to the 
Constitution is also in question—all participating in this are in 
CONTEMPT of the Constitution. 
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Now, for the Bongino take on this. You know that the fearless one 
worked in these sorts of scenarios when he was in the FBI. He led 
some of these operations—securing an area for high-level state 
officials. At no point did he or anyone else ever ask for the 
intrusion of CIA assets into a domestic security concern. Even 
when dealing with the security of the POTUS, NEVER, and 
Bongino emphasized this, he NEVER brought in CIA assets.  
There is simply ZERO reason to have CIA assets activated during 
an event like this, and he believes it’s a CIA operation.  
The fearless one has demonstrated a consistently accurate sense of 
what’s going down, a very keen and accurate intuitive feel for what 
is going on shaped in part by his personal experience in that world 
— the whole cloak-and-dagger scene.  
He has a highly developed sense of smell — and can sniff out a 
rat’s nest of corruption when it’s in “the air.” 
Anyway, Bongino practices the Scheidbach protocol for what does 
not make sense. When something simply does not make sense, step 
back and look again at what sense it does make. 
All these facts fit only one of a very limited number of scenarios. 
His choice is that 1. the J6 thing is a CIA operation; 2. they 
embedded Federal agents within the Protestors tasked with creating 
a disturbance they hoped would allow them to cast the Patriots as 
insurrectionists and pin that charge on Trump; 3. they had a backup 
plan: if they could not get the “riot” going as they planned with 
their FBI embedded instigators, they would blow up the DNC, and 
perhaps also the RNC — but to make it something sufficiently 
dramatic to get what they wanted, the American people to rise in 
anger against Trump and his followers, they needed to make the 
explosion at the DNC more interesting. And so, 4. They planned to 
blow up the DNC headquarters with Kamala present — did they 
plan to kill Kamala and blame Trump and his MAGA supporters? 
Isn’t it crazy that the whole thing is totally believable?  
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Raise your hand if you can see our CIA doing something just like 
that. And I agree with Bongino; no other surmise comes close to 
incorporating all the facts fitted nicely together into a coherent 
picture — everything we know about how the CIA operates makes 
this more than plausible. The CIA headquarters for the alternate 
government, sometimes called the “Shadow Government,” today 
referred to as the Deep State. 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 

Is your doctor for sale to Pfizer?  Even CNN is concerned about 18

physician bonuses being tied to RVUs — “Relative Value Units” 
— that measure time spent with patients and the number of 
patients treated. This Opinion piece from CNN points out that this 
raises “ethical concerns as they can directly influence the 
behaviors of physicians and tie in quality care directly with 
physician profit.”  Here is another article, this one from 19

HealthCare Finance that tells us Providers get greater 
reimbursement for COVID-19 vaccine.  20

The article is very blunt: “The move is to support actions by 
hospitals and other entities to expand vaccination efforts.” [IBID.] 
The money is expected to encourage “growing existing vaccination 
sites, conducting patient outreach and education, and hiring 
additional staff.” (IBID.) 

 977.17.0.0-Doctors Get BONUS to PROMOTE VACCINE.jpeg18

 977.17.2-These bonuses for doctors create an immoral conflict | CNN https://19

www.cnn.com/2021/06/09/opinions/financial-incentives-doctors-ethical-concerns-
piscitello/index.html 

 977.17.3-Providers get greater reimbursement for COVID-19 vaccine | Healthcare 20

Finance News https://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/news/providers-get-greater-
reimbursement-covid-19-vaccine
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Remember all the noise about Hospitals getting 40,000 dollars for 
every COVID-19 patient death? Neither do I! But here is an article 
that explains it all! The hospitals were not getting paid for the 
number of COVID patients that died; the INCENTIVE 
PAYMENTS were tied to TREATMENTS provided to the patients, 
not to their deaths.  So, the 40 grand was not tied to the patient's 21

death, only to the treatments insisted upon by Fauci et al., which 
we now know killed a considerable number of those patients. 
Are you kidding me? Do these people believe we are so stupid? 
We are fully aware that we are dealing with intelligent devils, the 
sort that are incredibly skilled at lying and deceiving. I never 
expected any hospital administrator to say, hey, let’s kill some 
people today so we can make some extra money. (I have heard 
reports from whistleblowers who reported some administrators 
admitted the protocols were questionable but aggressively 
encouraged their use despite the fact so many were dying in 
circumstances that suggested the treatment was facilitating their 
demise—and I’ve heard of administrators threatening to fire 
physicians who dared explain the risks to patients or offer 
alternative therapies.) I know of one such physician, her name is 
Sarah Green, a local heroine — who was informed she would be 
fired if she did not take what many very knowledgeable medical 
professionals are calling the “clot shot” — and I’ve heard about 
good, well-respected physicians being threatened if they offered or 
recommended alternative treatments. 
This article is a blatant attempt to change the narrative. They can’t 
deny the enormous incentive payments they received for following 
the Fauci protocol, so they argue a technicality—the incentives 
were not tied to patients’ deaths but to patients’ treatments.  
Well, I don’t remember thinking Fauci was so stupid he would tell 
the hospitals, hey, kill some people, and we’ll give you a bonus. If 

 977.17.4-Hospital COVID payments tied to patient treatment, not deaths | AP News 21

https://apnews.com/article/fact-check-covid-pandemic-hospitals-
medicare-157398144949 
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the Fauci protocol was so effective, the best possible treatment to 
provide a COVID patient, why the huge government bonus to 
encourage them to use a specific treatment?  
Why not let the doctors closest to the patients make a judgment 
based on their knowledge, training, and interaction with their 
patients instead of having this huge money motive over them? 
So, for the record! I don’t remember being told hospitals were 
receiving these bonuses for killing their patients. I remember 
hospitals getting 40,000 when they followed the Fauci death 
protocol — give them Remdisivir, and then stick them on a 
ventilator! It’s a fact that Remdisivir is known to be associated 
with the side effect that produces the conditions meeting the Fauci 
protocol calling for the patient to be transferred to the ventilator. 
We know that many patients died on ventilators that we now know 
would very likely have survived if they had received early 
treatment with Hydroxychloroquine and or Ivermectin, or in some 
cases, the mono-clonal treatments.  
The concern about interjecting financial rewards for pushing 
specific treatments raises ethical concerns APPLIES here. If the 
CNN opinion author of the CNN opinion piece titled “These 
bonuses for doctors create an immoral conflict” establishes the 
legitimacy of questioning the bonuses tied to RVUs — isn’t it 
OBVIOUS this concern should be raised when providing so huge a 
financial incentive for using a specific treatment instead of letting 
the doctor decide, and letting the hospitals concentrate on serving 
their patients instead of being subverted by the “financial 
incentive”? It’s obvious, isn’t it? 
Now, they are increasing the incentive to give the mRNA shot to 
everyone, including children, who don’t need it! Where the cost-
benefit is not in favor of getting the shot. 
Here is a doctor who testifies it’s not long COVID; it’s long 
VAX!  He is an expert in treating long COVID survivors. He sees 22

 https://twitter.com/VigilantFox/status/1768051767089021034?s=20 22
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about 1200 patients, and he tells us 70% of his patients suffering 
the symptoms associated with LONG COVID did not have those 
symptoms until after they received the vaccine. There is this 
“constant burying of the role of the vaccine in what’s befallen 
society.” Hundreds of medical professionals are upset about this, 
and their voices have been buried. Now, they are beginning to get 
their message to the American people.  
I’m not going to get to the alien invasion, so I’ll address that, the 
LORD willing, Saturday night during Brain Massage® LIVE. I spoke 
about the disturbing increase in black-on-white crime in my 
ursday night episode of Brain Massage® LIVE, and I want you to 
listen to that show—I wanted to present it to my wider radio/
podcast audience, but I don’t have time. I’ll say this much, though: 
don’t be fooled. Don’t bite the race bait!  I’ve got links here to 23

about six videos showing brutal, deeply troubling behavior from 
some very evil, almost certainly demonically controlled people — 
that does not excuse them, by the way — they are listening to and 
believing wicked lies that justify their evil deeds — but the 
categories are not black and white, it’s good versus evil, it’s 
wickedness versus righteousness, it’s right versus wrong. It’s not 
about the color of anyone’s skin; it’s about the content of their 
character — PERIOD!  
ose wanting to destroy America want us to hate each other, and 
they want us divided over race color instead of over right and 
wrong! ey want us to judge others in groups and not take one 
another as individuals! It’s an evil and unChristian thing to do.  
I’ll conclude by speaking to the issue of Christian Nationalism.  

 https://twitter.com/iamyesyouareno/status/1762812118972117391?s=20  https://23

twitter.com/RadioGenoa/status/1768179974756868568?s=20  https://twitter.com/
stillgray/status/1765417884854157373/video/1  https://twitter.com/stillgray/status/
1765739160802099226?s=20  https://twitter.com/OzraeliAvi/status/
1764592313404453300?s=20  https://twitter.com/twiznizzlenore/status/
1764900199116251327 
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It’s a device intended to divide us into categories again. e wicked 
rulers of this country want us to look suspiciously at anyone who 
supports the MAGA movement, and particularly anyone who 
supports Trump. at’s because Trump represents traditional 
American ideals like GOD AND COUNTRY PATRIOTISM, 
providing for your OWN first, ESPECIALLY THOSE OF YOUR 
OWN HOUSE OR COUNTRY — that’s what the BIBLE SAYS! 
God defined the borders of His people and jealously provided for 
protecting those borders and maintaining the “ancient landmarks.” 
God gives us inalienable rights, not government. We believe in 
innocent until proven guilty — all these things arise from our 
Christian culture and heritage — none of this comes from 
secularism or humanism — the reason we call America a Christian 
nation is because it was founded on biblical principles and precepts, 
biblical values shaped our laws and customs, and so long as we 
lived within those guidelines, we prospered. Still, as far as we have 
departed from them, we have come to misery and near ruin. 
It’s obvious to anyone trying to feed their family today who 
depends on working for a living that the system in place right now 
is oppressive and ruinous. e Christians must rise and take this 
nation OUT OF THE HANDS OF THE WICKED and return it to 
the hands of the RIGHTEOUS. I believe in Christian Nationalism if 
it’s a movement to restore the influence of Christian ideals, 
precepts, and principles on our culture, politics, manners, and 
customs. 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch, and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
You can email me by going to our website at branmassage.net. 
at’s brainmassage.net. Please find the CONTACT button and 
send me an email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
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God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.
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